Fountainhead of Learning

The University of Oklahoma library system is as large as any west of the Mississippi and its special collections are becoming internationally renowned among scholars in the sciences and the histories of science, business and the Southwest.

No Time on Her Hands

The president of a large university is an extremely busy man, but the president's wife also maintains a pretty rugged schedule. O.U.'s first lady has proved herself more than equal to her role as Norman's most successful hostess.

Head in the Clouds

Most Oklahomans do a lot of talking about the weather, and a few of them on O.U.'s North Campus are involved in the long range projects of meteorologists who want to do something about the weather as well.

A Change in the Alumni Lineup

The rapidly expanding work of the University of Oklahoma Foundation is necessitating some changes for alumni office personnel as R. Boyd Gunning moves up to a new position and Guy H. Brown becomes the new alumni executive secretary.
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